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Abstract—In this paper, an vehicle license plate recognition
system based on a new localization approach, which is
modified to reflect the local context, is proposed, along with a
hybrid classifier that recognizes license plate characters. The
method presented here is based on a modified template
matching technique by the analysis of target color pixels to
detect the location of a vehicle’s license plate. A modified strip
search enables localization of the standard color-geometric
template utilized iranian and several European countries.
This approach uses periodic strip search to find the hue of
each pixel on demand. In addition when a group of target
pixels is detected, it is analyzed to verify that its shape and
aspect ratio match those of the standard license plate. In
addition to being scale and rotation invariant, this method
avoids time-consuming image algorithms and transformations
for the whole image pixels, such as resizing and Hough,
Fourier, and wavelet transforms, thereby cutting down the
detection response time. License plate characters are
recognized by a hybrid classifier that comprises a decision
tree and a support vector machine witha homogeneous fifthdegree polynomial kernel. The performance detection rate
and the overall system performance achieved are 96% and
94%, respectively.
Index Terms—Color template matching, image recognition,
license plate detection, license plate localization, license plate
number identification, license plate recognition (LPR).

I. INTRODUCTION
Automatic license plate recognition system (ALPR) has
become a high-priority research in recent years. Because
the license plate is a unique ID for a vehicle, its automatic
recognition has many uses. For example, the license plate
recognition (LPR) system can be used in smart parking
areas or smart toll stations to open gates for vehicles
bearing authorized license plates or to calculate the
average speed of a vehicle between two stations by
recognizing its license plate at both stations. In addition, by
installing LPR systems on roads, particularly in traffic
zones and at junctions that need police patrolling,
prohibited vehicles can be recognized and their movement
monitored. Nowadays, speed control stations on highways
take color photos of vehicles that break the speed limit.
Usually, on highways in Iran, these control stations use
local memory because they are not connected to a central
database [1]. The photos are taken by speed control
cameras in high resolution, which consume a lot of disk
space; thus, after a while, most of the stations encounter a
low-disk-space problem. This problem can be solved by the
ALPR system, which converts huge data of images into a
series of bits. The ALPR system installed at speed control
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stations uses high resolution images to recognize license
plates. After recognition, the images are compressed into
small and low-resolution images and then transferred
through normal and low-band connection devices such as
short messaging or multimedia messaging by a GSM
board. Instead of mere recognizing and sending traffic
tickets to the offenders after a few days, penalizing the
offenders at the time and place of the incident would be
more effective in preventing accidents and deterring drivers
from repeat offenses. Thus, an ALPR system based on
color images from normal/high-resolution surveillance
cameras is highly useful. That is why several studies have
applied color features for localizing license plates. Most of
their algorithms, which apply color features for license
plate localization, are country specific [2]. For localization,
they usually convert all image pixels to other color spaces,
such as hue, saturation, and value (HSV) or hue, saturation,
and intensity (HSI), and find background or foreground
color using tiling and hue histogram[3]. Some algorithms
apply color features and fuzzy sets to localize license plates
[4], [5]. Color edge detection is widely used for license
plate detection; in addition, it has been applied as an aided
feature in Persian license plate detection [2], [4],[6]. Most
of the implemented LPR systems for Iranian license plates
are based on infrared photos and, hence, require special
photographic equipment for infrared photography [1]. The
proposed system, which is based on developments in image
processing and optimized template-matching methods,
proves that a fast LPR system based on color features is
possible and practical. It recognizes license plates in color
images without any resizing and conversion, thus reducing
the response time. It can be used in automatic toll stations,
tunnel, highways, intelligent parking, and traffic zones for
LPR by using surveillance cameras. The results based on
images from speed control cameras on highways
demonstrate the system’s capability and reliability. The
functioning of the ALPR system includes two steps. In the
first step, the system performs license plate localization,
which involves identifying the license plate location in the
original image and cropping it. In the second step, the
system extracts and classifies all the available
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Fig. 1. (a) Samples of infrared images in daylight. (b) License plate
detection through horizontal projection in an image.

license plate is close to the camera [18], [20], [30]. Many
previous studies used hybrid methods to achieve a more
accurate and faster license plate detection, for example,
combining fuzzy logic and neural network [2], [27].
As aforementioned, most algorithms in license plate
localization ignore color features and use gray-level or
binary processing to localize license plates. Using color
feature for vehicle license plate localization is nearer to
human vision and decision [7]. Therefore, we propose a
new algorithm based on color feature that requires lowlevel processing to find minimum candidates.
A. New Approach for License Plate Detection
The proposed method for license plate localization is an
optimized template-matching algorithm. It is basically an
algorithm that sweeps the entire image surface to find the
object via a template or its description [25], [31]. Usually, a
template-matching system is not flexible and expandable
enough to accommodate imported images of any size [25].
The proposed method, on the other hand, offers optimized
template matching that is scale invariant and orientation
invariant so that it can detect license plates of any scale or
size and in any direction. For using a template-matching
algorithm, a template or its description is necessary. Thus,
defining a salient and standard template for Persian license
plates is important. A suitable feature is the blue rectangle
that appears on the side of Iranian and some European
license plates. The license plate can be detected by finding
the blue rectangle in terms of its standard aspect ratio. Its
detection is facilitated by its color-geometric description as
a mask. Fig. 2 shows the blue rectangle on license plates of
Iran and some European countries. Because color
information is used to detect the location of a license plate,
converting the whole image into gray level, black and
white, or binary level is not necessary. Detecting an object
within its image has always been difficult in image
processing[25]. Generally, template- matching methods
sweep an image, pixel by pixel or window by window, for
comparing a template with a part of the image using
convolution. The part with the lowest error rate is taken as
the candidate for matching. This whole process imposes a
heavy overhead on the system [31]; therefore, it is
necessary to find an approach that is scale and rotation
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invariant and that can sweep the entire image surface at
high speed. The proposed method uses color feature to
localize a license plate. The RGB channel format is a
natural feature that correlates all the channels with one
another for representing real-world colors. HSV is a
component of the color space that includes brightness and
saturation of the basic hue. Hue indicates the dominant
wavelength of color, and saturation indicates its purity.
Highly saturated colors contain a very narrow set of
wavelengths that are much more pronounced than similar
but Less saturated colors [31]. In the primary step of
localization, blue pixel colonies are sought by using hue.
Color spaces with separated hue, such as HSV and HSI, are
quite useful for seeking. The proposed method seeks blue
pixel colonies to find blue rectangles in a license plates
aspect ratio. Converting all image pixels from RGB to
HSV is not necessary, but peri are converted on demand for
a vertical or a slope search using (1) and γ condition.
Equation (1) finds bluish of a pixel; if γ conditions are
not true, the pixel is not blue, and it is assumed as― do not
care.‖ Equation (1) is shown at the bottom of the page,
where R, G, and B are the three RGB matrices, respectively;
is the number of columns (width), and n is the number of
rows (length) in an m × n image resolution. ϕ
determines the low saturation pixels (white pixels) and the
low-value pixels (black pixels) that need to be disregarded.
ϕ is the initial parameter that is adjustable by the user in
special cases; it is 0.21 by default.odic strip line pixels
B. Confirming License Plates
After finding all the candidates through vertical or slope
search, the candidates are cropped from the original image.
However, one question remains: ―Which one is the correct
license plate?‖ The proposed system localizes all the
available ASHTARI et al.blue rectangles in the same aspect
ratio of the license plate and crops them. The projection
analysis confirms the real plates in the primary step. The
projection method has to include at least eight independent
peaks (because a standard Iranian license plate includes
seven numbers and a letter), as shown
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conditions of photography—daylight, straight; night light,
straight; daylight, at an angle of up to 20◦
A. SYSTEM RESPONSE/COMPUTATION TIME
The assessment has been done under two different
conditions: the direction of the license plate is given and
primary slope sweeping is applied to each ―under
processing‖ colony without using (3)and (4); and the
orientation of the license plate is unknown and the moving
window method is applied to each ―under processing‖
colony. What is shown in Table VI is the average elapsed
time for 100 runs in a system with a dual-core 1.7-GHz

Fig. 2. Samples from cropped car plate after detection. (a) Original
cropped license plate. (b) Applying histogram equalization and gamma
adjustment. (c) Applying the Laplacian filter.

Peaks in projection are achieved by two simple arrays and
by finding semilocal maximum and minimum. If the peaks
are recognized, the system could successfully find the real
license plate; otherwise, the system rejects and deletes the
candidate from the candidate list. Finding vehicle lights or
bumper area by texture, shape, and color analysis is a
useful way to detect the real license plate. Considering that
a few images contain fake blue rectangles in the same
shape and aspect ratio of the license plate and that,
statistically, the proposed system rarely detects fake blue
rectangles as a license plate (1.27%), the process of finding
vehicle lights or bumper is unnecessary and time
consuming.
II. RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The performance of the proposed method has been
evaluated under four different conditions: 1) the vehicle is
in the speed lane [see Fig. 3(a)]; 2) the vehicle is in the
middle lane [Fig. 3(b)]; 3) the vehicle is in the side lane
[see Fig. 3(c)]; and 4) the image includes license plates of
several vehicles [see Fig. 3(d)]. The proposed detection
method is possible to detect several license plates in an
image. The proposed system is considered successful in
that it at least detects and recognizes a license plate
correctly. A standard speed control station should cover
and focus on a lane, and the speed lane is the target lane for
Iranian speed control cameras. Therefore, photos of
vehicles in other lanes, taken by this type of speed control
camera, are not standard. Our evaluation, based on the
speed lane, ensures 96.6% performance in detection rate
and 95.85% performance in recognition rate. In addition,
the proposed system ensures
92.6% accuracy in the overall system performance.
Detection and recognition rates under three different
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Fig 3. Performance of the proposed method has been evaluated under four
different conditions

III. CONCLUSION
A new approach for license plate detection, based on the
color features in Iranian license plates using periodic
vertical or slope sweep, has been presented. The proposed
method detects
the location of license plates by
recognizing its hue and shape. The localization is scale and
rotation invariant. The proposed localization system detects
all the license plate candidates available in a scene. After
detecting the license plate candidates, it extracts them and
passes on the image to the recognition section for
recognizing the eight characters in each Iranian license
plate. The proposed detection system localizes minimum
candidates and detects the real candidate (i.e., real license
plate) directly in 98.73% of the images. 1704PU and 4-GB
RAM. After successful detection, the quality of the license
plate image is improved, particularly in the characters’
edges, by applying image processing filters, such as
histogram equalization and the Laplacian filter. All surplus
components are removed by applying some rules and
morphological functions. Characters in the license plate are
extracted by connected component or projection analysis
and passed on to the hybrid classifier for recognition. The
hybrid classifier comprises a decision tree and an SVM.
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Fig 4. Graphical user interface of Iranian ALPR software

Color images for the proposed system can be generated
by
normal surveillance photographic equipment; hence,
professional photographic equipment, such as infrared
camera, is not necessary. The types of Iranian license
plates, such as public license plates with yellow
background or government license plates with red
background, were identified by a hue histogram in the
detection section. The proposed method has been
extensively analyzed; in addition, it has been completely
implemented and has proven to be practical. Fig. 4 shows
the graphical user interface of Iranian ALPR software
based on the proposed detection and recognition methods.
The main application that has been programmed via Java
saves the plate number, the vehicle’s speed, the coordinates
of the license plate location, the percentage accuracy for
each recognized character, the date, the time, and the
address and location of the resized original image in a
database. Efforts to provide faster and more accurate ALPR
systems will have to continue. A system that recognizes
license plates in all the weather conditions—foggy or
rainy—and even when the license plates are broken or
smeared, as efficiently and reliably as does human vision,
is a distinct possibility in the near future.
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